
DISCOVER HOW TO
STAND OUT

 
SO YOU CAN 

MAKE MORE MONEY
 

Masterclass

It was that moment that I was going to go
"All-in" on my business. I committed to

believing in myself with 100% certainty.

- Amanda Walker

as a Coach



YOU ARE IN THE                   PLACE IF...Right

YOU ARE IN THE                   PLACE IF...Wrong

You feel like the coaching industry is saturated and you aren't sure
exactly how your people will find you.

You get clients, but not consistently, and you aren't sure of the best
strategy to help make sure your dream clients keep coming.

You want more confidence to have a steady stream of clients and grow
a profitable coaching business that changes lives.

You are looking for a quick fix, don't want to do the work, and are
in the habit of not taking responsibility for results in your life.

You plan to watch this entire FREE workshop and then when I
share the exact coaching tool you need to create massive results
in your life you justify all the reasons you shouldn't buy it or why
it won't work for you.
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MY PROMISE TO YOU...

IN RETURN I ASK...

I will deliver honest, transparent, and massive value in our time
together minutes.

Everything I will teach today is rooted in real-life client examples and
experience, not theory. We have the data to back it up.

You will have fun too...maybe laugh, cry and walk away with some
"ah-ha" moments.

That you keep an open mind to new possibilities and learnings.

Put away all distractions and BE here now.

Have a pen and paper ready so you can take lots of notes.

TIPS FOR WATCHING THIS MASTERCLASS...

Get in a quiet room and turn off your phone, so you can devote your FULL 
attention to this training. You deserve it. 

Close your tabs and any extra apps to increase bandwidth

Share the love on IG, FB or Twitter. Take a pic of this training with #bestdamncoach 
and remember to TAG ME @awalkmyway. I'll share the best posts and give you a 
shout out at the end of this broadcast!
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You are

mistake #1

mistake #2

mistake #3
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You lack

Aren’t focusing on creating 

You are studying how another coach/ entrepreneur

and 

When you believe you don't take action.

is doing.

behave thinking that if you

The problem though is that they

When you don't believe in yourself 

Why is this a problem specifically?

Many coaches fall short in the powerful results they are creating.



STEP ONE

1

2

3

their business AND coaching clients.
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are the #1 reason I see coaches not having success in

3 Step Framework
To Be A Best Damn Coach



STEP THREE

NOTES

Help them transform and have freakin’

MASTERCLASS ACTION GUIDE

STEP TWO

NOTES

creates results.

Yet so many coaches stay trapped in

are the heart beat of your business.

They will become of your work.

www.amanda-walker.com

This requires you to take action...
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